
The new Microlab® STAR™ 

Boost Your Science!

More Safety

More Usability

More Functionality



The new and upgraded STAR M-series combines all 

of Hamilton’s superior and patented technologies 

in the most flexible and reliable liquid handling 

workstation.

The extended, 360° flexible design offers 

unlimited upgradibility - every STAR M can 

be upgraded with additional Independent 

Channels, Multi-Pprobe Heads and imaging 

tools, and even doubling the workspace 

in your lab, when upgrading a STARlet to 

STARplus. 

Quickly adapt the STAR M-series to meet new 

laboratory needs by integrating third party 

devices on either side, guaranteeing maximum 

flexibility. 

Optimize your workflow by taking advantage 

of the STAR M’s ability to effortlessly switch 

between disposable tips, washable steel needles, 

and labware transportation tools. Incorporating 

Hamilton’s patented CO-RE® technology, the 

STAR M ensures and verifies accurate, forceless tip 

attachment and ejection with a robot lock-and-key style 

mechanism. Choose from the many available CO-RE add-

ons like the CO-RE Grippers for microplate handling or the 

FlipTube Tool for opening and closing FlipTubes.

 Microlab®  
STAR™ 

Reinventing the revolutionary 
automated liquid handling 
system

ore Safety

ore Functionality

96

96 Multi-Probe Head with TADM

The 96 MPH now includes the patented Total 
Aspiration and Dispense Monitoring (TADM) as a 
standard feature.

Fully Upgradable Arms

Every STAR M can be upgraded in your lab with 
additional Indpendent Channels, imaging tools and 
Multi-Pprobe Heads.

ore Usability
VENUS 4.5 with enhanced Smart Steps

Effortlessly use the extended deck, make use 
of expanded error handling and streamline your 
methods with smarter sequence handling.

Integrated Dynamic Scheduler

The STAR M comes complete with the VENUS 
Dynamic Scheduler for easy and efficient workflow 
management.

Dynamic Liquid Classification (DLC)

This artificial intelligence feature makes sure unknown 
liquids are pipetted with the highest possible 
precision you would expect from your STAR M.

Total Aspiration and Dispense Monitoring (TADM) 
Enhanced pipetting safety with TADM: in addition 
to Monitored Air Displacement, this technology 
ensures complete traceability of all pipetting steps.

STARwatch

Detecting necessary maintenance before a problem 
occurs with STARwatch, ensuring maximized up-
time of your STAR M. ore  odularity and  ore features
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